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Kinematic from absorption lines
spectra
✤

Comparison of observed
spectrum with “shifted” (→
v) and broadened (→σ)
spectrum of a star

✤

Today a composite spectrum
of a mixture of stars is used:
kinematics and weights of
different stellar templates
are fitted simultaneously

Faber & Jackson (1976)
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Velocity and dispersion fields of E’s
732

E. Emsellem et al.

✤

σ dominates over V: “pressure”
supported rather than rotation
supported systems

✤

ordered rotation may be present
or not

732

E. Emsellem et al.

E1-2

E1

Emsellem et al. (2004, SAURON)
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Central (?) velocity dispersion
732

E. Emsellem et al.

✤

in the good old times people had
one spectrum per galaxy (and
still now for the largest surveys
and most of the intermediate/
high z galaxies) and have to live
with that...

✤

σ0 is not an observable to take
“as is”
✤

✤

need to correct for aperture

σ0 is not representative of the full
galaxy

732

E. Emsellem et al.

E1-2

E1
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The Faber-Jackson relation

Faber & Jackson (1976)

(1999), using a compilation of data from Prugniel & Simien
for each catalog, then we obtain distributions that are
3.92
Stefano
Zibetti
INAF
OAArcetri
Astrophysics
of
Galaxies - Course
2019/2020
- Lecture
IX dispersions that
in the B band. At longer wave(1996) report L / !
approximately
Gaussian
in shape,
with
lengths, Pahre, Djorgovski, & de Carvalho (1998) report
depend on the range of luminosities that are in the sub4.14"0.22
in the K band, with a scatter of 0.93 mag.
LK / !
sample. Rather than showing these, we created a compoStars, circles, diamonds, triangles, squares, and crosses
site catalog by stacking together the galaxies from the
show the relation measured in volume-limited catalogs of
nonoverlapping volume-limited catalogs, and we then
successively higher redshift (redshift limits are the same
divided the composite catalog into five equal-sized bins in
as in Fig. 1). The galaxies in each subsample were further
luminosity. The histograms in the bottom of the plot
divided into two equal-sized parts based on luminosity.
show the shapes of the distribution of velocities in the
The symbols with error bars show the mean log ! for
diﬀerent luminosity bins. Except for the lowest and higheach of these small bins in M, and the rms spread around
est redshift catalogs for which the statistics are poorest,
it (note that the error on the mean is smaller than the
the diﬀerent distributions have almost the same shape;
size of the symbols in all but the highest redshift cataonly the mean changes.
logs). The solid line shows the maximum likelihood estiOne might have worried that the similarity of the distribumate of the slope of this relation at z = 0, which we
tions is a signature that they are dominated by measurement

The F-J relation reloaded: SDSS

~9000 ETGs
Bernardi et al. (2003, paper II)
Fig. 4.—Relation between luminosity L and velocity dispersion !. Stars, circles, diamonds, triangles, squares, and crosses show the error-weighted mean
value of log ! for a small range in luminosity in each volume-limited catalog (see text for details). (Only catalogs containing more than 100 galaxies are shown.)
Error bars show the rms scatter around this mean value. Solid line shows the maximum likelihood estimate of this relation, and the label in the top left shows
the scaling it implies. Histograms show the distribution of log ! in small bins in luminosity. They were obtained by stacking together nonoverlapping volumelimited catalogs to construct a composite catalog, and then dividing the composite catalog into five equal-sized bins in luminosity.
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The fundamental plane
✤

Djorgovski & Davis (1987)

✤

Dressler et al. (1987)

✤

Faber et al. (1987)

✤

Link between size, dynamics
and surface brightness

✤

Since size is the only distancedependent quantity, the FP
relation is an excellent distance
indicator

Djorgovski & Davis (1987)
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FP reloaded: SDSS
Bernardi et al. (2003, paper III)

✤

Important to define the
quantities properly!

✤

r is chosen as the effective
radius (half light)

✤

σ is corrected to represent
the dispersion within r/8,
assuming a “standard”
dispersion curve (eg
Jørgensen+95)
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ized by three numbers: its luminosity, L, its size, Ro , and its
velocity dispersion, !. Correlations between these three
observables are expected if early-type galaxies are in virial
equilibrium, because
!
!
"
GMvir
Mvir
L=2
2
/
:
ð1Þ
!vir /
Rvir
2
2Rvir
L
Rvir

Virial interpretation and the tilt of
the FP

✤

✤

If the size parameter Rvir that enters the virial theorem is linearly proportional to the observed eﬀective radius of the
light, Ro , and if the observed line-of-sight velocity dispersion ! is linearly proportional to !vir, then this relates the
observed velocity dispersion to the product of the observed
surface
eﬀective
radius.
Following DjorgovWhy are brightness
the exponentand
different
from the
virial theorem?
ski & Davis (1987), correlations involving all three variables
Systematic
variations
M/L or is the transformation
fromfollows,
virial to we
are
often called
theinfundamental
plane. In what
observed
quantities
will
show
how not
thecorrect?
surface brightness, Ro , and ! are
correlated. Because both l / !2:5 log½ðL=2Þ=R2 & and ! are

observables are expected if early-type galaxies are in virial
equilibrium, because
FP interpretation and
the
𝜿3
formalism
!
!
"
GMvir
Mvir
L=2
2
/
:
ð1Þ
!vir /
Rvir
2Rvir
L
R2vir
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✤

✤

✤

IfAssume
the size
parameter Rvir that enters the virial theorem is linproportionality
early
proportional
to the observed eﬀective radius of the
between
observed quantities
and virial
and if the observed line-of-sight velocity disperlight,
Ro ,quantities
sion ! is linearly proportional to !vir, then this relates the
observed velocity dispersion to the product of the observed
surface
brightness
and eﬀective radius. Following Djorgovc1, c2 “structure
constants”
ski & Davis (1987), correlations involving all three variables
are
often the
called
fundamental plane. In what follows, we
Introduce
new the
variables:
will show how the surface brightness, Ro , and ! are
correlated. Because both lo / !2:5 log½ðL=2Þ=R2o & and ! are
distance-independent quantities (this assumes that cosmological dimming and K-corrections have
been &computed
Bender, Burstein
Faber (1992)
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Bender, Burstein & Faber (1992)

The 𝜿3 space
✤

✤

✤

✤

𝜿3-𝜿1: ~edge-on projection of
the FP
𝜿2-𝜿1: ~face-on projection of
the FP
M/L increasing with mass (for
luminous ellipticals)
All holds if the “structure
constants” are constant!
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Are the constants constant?
The non-homology problem
G. Gavazzi et al.: INT WFS in Virgo

417

diagram obtained in this way, showing the expected trend of
blueing toward fainter luminosities (see Baldry et al. 2004). We
remark however that our WFV data-set contains too few giant
E galaxies to explore the relation at high luminosity. It appears
that, fainter than BT = −16, the scatter in the relation becames
increasingly large.
For the same set of galaxies we also compute the “outer
color gradient” as the slope of the line fitted to the B − I color
profile in the radial interval between r > 1.5 × σ and (two
points before) the last significant measurement. When plotting
the outer gradient we follow the convention of Vader et al.
Vol. 579
(1988) of “positive” gradients when the the center is redder.
Figure 8 (bottom) shows the outer gradients as a function of
the B luminosity, revealing no significant correlation. We do
not confirm the trend found by Vader et al. (1988) in a brighter
(BT < −15.3, vertical line) sample who claimed that brighter
galaxies have more positive gradients (outer envelopes bluer
than inner regions) than fainter objects. Our fainter sample
shows that this trend does not hold at faint luminosities where
the outer gradients show a tremendous scatter.
Fig. 9. The dependence of nfrom BT . The dashed line gives the bisecFigure 8 (middle) shows the inner (or nuclear) color index tor linear regression.
obtained as the diﬀerence of the B and I magnitudes integrated
within 1 × σ. There is only a weak tendency for redder nuclei
in brighter objects, but again with a large uncertainty.

Gavazzi et al. (2005)

✤

✤

hence dispersion profiles

5.2. M=L Ratios

5.3. Correlations among B-band structural parameters

Guided by the work of GG03 who based their study on a
sample of 18 dEs in Coma observed with the HST, combined
with 232 elliptical galaxies taken from the literature, we analyze in this Section several correlations among structural parameters of dE-E galaxies in the Virgo cluster that are derived
using the Sersic model.
We remark that the sample of Virgo elliptical galaxies we
are using is 90% complete at mp < 19. In other words the density of points in the various plots reflects the real frequency in
the parameter space of Virgo galaxies.
We begin by remarking, in full agreement with GG03 and
Caon et al. (1993), that in our sample there is a significant linear
increase
of the Sersic index nwith the system luminosity (see
Fig. 6.—The "
0 ="rms ratio as a function of Re . Symbols as in Fig. 4. Solid
Fig. 9). lines:
Using Theoretically
the bisector linear
regression
we find:
line: OLSB fit. Dashed
expected
relation
for families of
homologous galaxies
modeled
by
Sérsic
laws.
Each
curve
is
labeled
with(4)
the
log(n) = −0.12 × BT + 1.71 (R = −0.72).
corresponding $ index.
All dEs with BT > −17 have Sersic index n <
∼ 2 while the few
giant Es have nas high as 7.
Secondly we show in Fig. 10 (top) that the relation B ver-

Structure constants cannot be
constant in a strict sense!
Fig. 5.—M=L ratios as derived from the model as a function of the total
H-band luminosity. Symbols as in Fig. 4.
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g

✤
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Elliptical galaxies present
266
ZIBETTI ET AL.
systematic
variations with
mass/luminosity in
log σ0/σrms

✤

In all panels of Fig.10 it appears that some dichotomy occurs in passing from dEs to Es. However, as stressed for the first
time by GG03, all bright galaxies showing deviant trends in
this figure are the “partially evacuated core” or “core" galaxies
that show a flat slope in the inner <
∼100 pc (<
∼1.2 arcsec at the
distance of Virgo), as opposed to the “normal” galaxies with
a central cusp (that Faber et al. 1997, define as “power-law”
galaxies). It should be noted that the region of the Virgo cluster
mapped with completeness in this work does not contain many
“core” galaxies, beside M 84, M 86 and M 87 (the brightest objects in Fig. 10). Most “core” objects found in other clusters by
Faber et al. (1997) are much more luminous (−21 < BT < −24)
cD galaxies with large outer envelopes that are absent in Virgo.
These galaxies obey Sersic laws only in the outer profiles and
Graham et al. (2003b) have developed a formalism to model
their profiles in their full extent. The rectangles in Fig. 10 represent the loci occupied by them. Notice that the M 32-like objects (e.g. VCC 1297 and 1327) (both core galaxies) represent
the low-luminosity continuation of the core regime.

Zibetti et al. (2002), based on simplified isotropic, spherically symmetric models
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Dynamical modeling

(following Schwarzschild 1989)
✤

Assume a mass distribution
✤

by deprojecting the observed luminosity/mass image

✤

possibly adding a DM halo

✤

Compute the potential

✤

Calculate the possible orbits and their density in 3D → different
families of orbits

✤

Find the superposition of orbits that fit the luminosity/mass
distribution and (if available) the kinematics

3.3.1 Two-dimensional non-rotating potential
Stefano Zibetti - INAF OAArcetri - Astrophysics of Galaxies - Course 2019/2020 - Lecture IX

Consider the logarithmic potential (cf. §2.3.2)

Orbit families: 2D
! potential
"
2
ΦL (x, y) =

1 2
ln
2 v0 172

2
Rc

y
+x + 2
q
2

(0 < q ≤ 1).

Chapter 3: The Orbits of Stars

Thislogpotential
hasathe
potential mimics
dark following useful properties:
halo,
with flat rotation have constant axial ratio q, so the influen
(i) matter
The
equipotentials
curve
non-axisymmetry
Angular
momentum is NOTis similar at all radii. Since q ≤ 1, the y ax
conserved!
minor axis.
# a 2D
Inside Rc approximate
(ii) harmonic
For R oscillator:
= x2box+ y 2 ≪ Rc , we may expand ΦL in powers of R
orbits
find outside Rc:
possible
parallel to the x and y axes. The frequencies of these motions are ω = v /R
Loop orbits:
and !
ω = v /qR , and unless
these frequencies are commensurable (i.e.,
"
2
2
never approach the v unless ω /ω = n/myfor some integers n and m), the star eventually passes
0close to every
2 point inside a rectangular box. These orbits are therefore
center
ΦL (x, y) ≃
xbox+
+ constant
≪ Rc ),
known as
orbits. Such orbits
have no particular sense (R
of circulation
2
2
the center and
thus their time-averaged angular momentum is zero.
q
keep same rotation 2Rabout
c
They respect two integrals of the motion, which we may take to be the
✤

Figure 3.8 Two orbits of a common energy in the potential ΦL
of equation (3.103) when v0 = 1,
q = 0.9 and Rc = 0.14: top, a box
orbit; bottom, a loop orbit. The
closed parent of the loop orbit is also
shown. The energy, E = −0.337, is
174 of the isopotential surface that Chapter 3: The Orbits of Stars
that
cuts the long axis at x = 5Rc .

✤

✤

✤

x
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y

✤

0

x

0

c

c

y

8

✤

direction
Hamiltonians of the independent oscillations parallel to the coordinate axes,
✤
Box orbits:
2
2
2
2x
1 of
1 the
1 2
1 2 y
which
is
just
the
potential
two-dimensional
harmonic
✤ can go close to the
Hx = 2 vx + 2 v0 2
;
Hy = 2 vy + 2 v0 2 2 .
(3.105)
Rc
q Rc
centerwe saw that gravitational potentials
In ✤§2.5
of this form are
To investigate orbits at larger radii R >
∼ Rc , we must use numerical
almost radial at large R integrations. Two examples are shown in Figure 3.8. Neither orbit fills the

o
g
<mustRrespect
by homogeneous ellipsoids.
Thus
Rorbits
elliptical zero-velocity
curve Φ =for
E, so both
a second
L approxim
∼ c, Φ
Figure 3.10 A selection of loop (top row) and box (bottom row) orbits in the potential
ΦL (q = 0.9, Rc = 0.14) at the energy of Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

L

integral in addition to the energy.

an anti-clockwise sense and closes on itself after one revolution is the closed
orbit,orbit
which isisalso
shown
at the bottom
Figure 3.8. In the surface of
Theloop
upper
still
called
a boxof orbit
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Orbit families: triaxial potential
Box orbit

Short axis tube orbit

Inner long axis
tube orbit

Outer long axis
tube orbit

Statler (1987)
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✤ dynamical M/L
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withvirial
σ mass,
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of the
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assumptions and their influence on the FP tilt is to compute the ‘ob(M/L)vir =
.
(19)
(L
G)
2
served’ virial (M/L) vir ∝ R e σ e /L and to compare it directly to the
The best-fitting scaling factor is β = 5.0 ± 0.1. We can compare this
M/L derived from the dynamical models. This has the advantage
value with the predictions from simple dynamical models, as done
that it can be performed on our own galaxies and does not involve
by a number of previous authors (e.g. Michard 1980). For this we
any choice of FP parameters or selection effects. We fitted the corcomputed the theoretical predictions for β from spherical isotropic
relations of (M/L) vir , in the I band, with σ and with luminosity,
models described by the Sérsic profile R 1/n , for different values
obtaining:
ble bias of the Jeans M/L values, we will use the Schwarzschild
of
n.
The
computation
was
performed
usingin high-accuracy
MGE
determinations
what follows.
1.3
0.8
(M/L)vir ∝ σe0.82±0.07 ,
(16)
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of from
Cappellari
use the
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integral-field data and using a
e determined
large
aperture
has
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significant
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1.2
(2002). From the fitted MGE models, which reproduce the profiles that it is conceptually
rigorous and accurate. However, the (M/L)–σ correlation does not
0.6
to better than 0.05 per cent, the projected
σ values can be computed
(17)
(M/L)vir ∝ L 0.27±0.04 .
appear to depend very strongly on the details by which σ is deter1.1
with a single one-dimensional numerical
mined. We integration.
performed the The
sameprojected
fit of Fig. 8 using as value of the
Equations
(16)
and
(17)
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(M/L) ∝ σ 0.75±0.06
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rms
scatter in M/L is 21 per
0.9tions in equations (15) and (14), respectively. The scatter in these
e/8 predicted β parameter
scaling factor β. In the range n = 2–10 the
0.2
cent. As an extreme test we used as dispersion the inhomogeneous
correlations of virial determinations is comparable to the scatter deis approximated to better than 3 set
perofcent
byvalues
the expression
central
σ c , obtained from long-slit spectroscopic ob0.8
rived using the full dynamical models and, as in that case, appears
servations,
as given in the HyperLeda catalogue. In this case the
2
0.0
β(n) = 8.87 − 0.831n + 0.0241n
.
0.0
0.2 by
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∝ σ c0.87±0.07 and has an ob1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
R / Re
served scatter of 20 per cent. Both correlations are consistent within
Finally, the most direct way of measuring the accuracy of the log σ(cf.(km
s-1) Ciotti & Del Principe 2002). The precise value predicted
e Bertin,
the
errors with the best-fitting (M/L)–σ e correlation, although they
Figure 2.homology
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second moment
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1/4
assumption
is toof the
compare
(M/L)
vir with the M/L from
for
a
R
profile
is
β
=
5.953
[the
value
becomes
have a larger
scatter. β = 5.872 with a
aperture of radius R, normalized to its value at R e /2 (see text for details).
Figure
8. (M/L)–σ
The errors in the M/L values shown here
e correlation.
the
dynamical
models.
The
correlation
is
shown
in
Fig.
13
and
has
This plot shows, with the thin coloured lines, all the 40 E/S0 galaxies in
We also
correlation
between the M/L and the
BH of 0.14 per cent of the galaxy mass
as determined
in Häringthe
& Rix
(2004)],
σR / σe/2

log (M/L)Schw

Homology holds (or as-if...)

and in the following plots represent the uncertainty in the distance as given
momentcorrespond
of the velocity,
by Tonry et al. (2001), quadratically while
co-addedthe
to the
6 per cent modelling
observed
value of β ≈second
5.0 would
to acorrected
Sérsic with equation (18) of
van
der
Marel
&
Franx
(1993)
error determined in Section 4.1. The errors on σ e are assumed to be 5
index n ≈ 5.5. However, the predictions of equation
(20) only apply
√
per cent. The solid line is the correlation obtained by fitting all galaxies,
σ̃
6),
(8)
≈
σ
(1
+
h
4,e
inbyanexcluding
idealized
and do enot etake into
account the details
while the dotted line is the fit obtained
the fivesituation
galaxies with
log σ e < 2. The galaxy with the smallest
σ e is M32.(M/L)
includereal
the contribution
the fact
secondthat
moment of a non-zero h 4,e
in which
is measuredtofrom
data and tothe

Cappellari et al. (2006, SAURON)
the SAURON sample for which R e /2 is not larger than the FOV. The open
circles represent the biweight mean of all the curves at every given radius. The
number of measurements sampled at every radius is not constant, moreover
there are significant galaxy-to-galaxy variations in the profiles. The thick
black line is a power-law relation σ R ∝ R −0.066 which has an exponent
defined by the biweight mean of the individual values for every galaxy. The
dashed lines indicate the standard deviation in the individual slopes. The
galaxy with the largest increase of the σ R profile at large radii is NGC 4550
(see Paper III).

the virial 0.8andβ homology
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log (M/L)Schw

vir

(M/L)
=
.
Fromvir
our extended photometry (Section 2.2) we measured the n
(L G)
values for the 25 galaxies
of our sample by fitting the observed

parameter. Equation (8) was obtained by integrating the LOSVD to
infinite velocities. In practice the second moment of a parametrized
related to our σ e , but it is measured in a very different way. We found
LOSVD with dispersion σ and h 4 = 0.1 is equal to σ̃ = 1, 1.11 and
that errors of 7 per cent in σ are needed to explain the scatter with
1.21σ if one sets the LOSVD to zero for velocities larger than |V | >
respect to a linear relation between
log
σ
and
log
σ
.
This
scatter
c
e
2.45,
3 and
4σ , respectively.
This shows
that the correction has to be
radial surface-brightness profiles. The
derived
Sérsic indices
span
also includes very significant systematics due to the differences in
used with
care, being highly
sensitivepaper.
to the details of the LOSVD at
the whole range n = 2–10 and will
be presented
in a future
the data, analysis and measurement method. The adopted 5 per cent
large velocities, where the LOSVD cannot be determined reliably.
Fromofthe
profiles
β should
error provides a conservative estimate
the observed
true errors. variation
Note that in the
In fact
a measured
positivebe
h 4expected
parameter, to
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3.1 Multi-Gaussian Expansion mass model

the errors $yj in the M/L by quadratically co-adding a constant

)Schw

We constructed photometric models for all the 29 candidate galaxies (see beginning of Section 2.1) plus M32 with HST photometry and SBF distances. For this we used the Multi-Gaussian Expansion (MGE) parametrization by Emsellem, Monnet & Bacon
!
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gure 1 √
| Disentangling the stellar and dark mass with integral-field stellar kinematics. The top panels show the symmetrized SAURON stellar kinematics
dispersion profiles, with slopes −0.06 (Mehlert et al. 200
V 2 + σ 2 for five galaxies representing a variety of shapes of the kinematics fields, and spanning a range in (M/L)stars values. Here V is the mean
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ellar velocity and σ is the stellar velocity dispersion. The middle panel is the best-fitting dynamical model10 with a standard11 dark halo (model b in Table 1). The
−0.066 (Cappellari et al. 2006). These yielded relations b
ttom panel is a dynamical model where the (M/L)stars was fixed to be 0.65 times the best-fitting one. Where this decrease in (M/L)stars represents the change
mass between a Salpeter and Kroupa IMF. The other three model parameters, the galaxy inclination i, the orbital anisotropy βz and the halo total mass M200 , were
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gure 2 | The systematic variation of the IMF in early-type galaxies. The six panels show the ratio between the (M/L)stars
ing dynamical models, and the (M/L)Salp of the stellar population, measured via stellar population models with a Salpeter IMF, as a function of (M/L)stars .
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The fast-slow rotators dichotomy
edge-on
oblate
isotropic
rotators
(rotationally
flattened)

Figure 3. λRe versus ellipticity ϵe for all 260 ATLAS3D galaxies. The colour and size of the symbols are associated with the mass of each galaxy, as indicated
at the bottom right of the panel. The dotted magenta line show the edge-on view for ellipsoidal galaxies integrated up to infinity with β = 0.70 × ϵ, as in
C+07. The solid magenta line is the corresponding curve restricted to an aperture at 1 Re and for β = 0.65 × ϵ (see text for details). The black dashed lines
correspond to the location of galaxies with intrinsic ellipticities ϵintr = 0.85, 0.75, 0.65, 0.55, 0.45, 0.35 along the relation given for an aperture of 1 Re
with the viewing angle going from edge-on (on the relation) to face-on (towards the origin).

see Paper II), confirming the claim made in E+07 that most ETGs
with low λR values have KDCs.

3.2 ATLAS3D galaxies in a λR -ϵ diagram

The combination of the measured λRe values with the apparent flattening ϵe holds important clues pertaining to the intrinsic morphol-

on the (V /σ)-ϵ diagram within the envelope traced by the edgeon relation β = 0.7 × ϵintr (from the analytic formula of Binney
(2005)) and by its variation with inclination (Fig. 11 of C+07). This
analytic relation is nearly identical to the one β = 0.65, which includes aperture integration within 1 Re (Appendix B). Since V /σ
and λR of simple ellipsoidal systems (with constant anisotropy) can
be linked via a relatively simple formula (see Appendix B), we can
translate these β-ϵintr relations for λR and provide the correspond-

30mns exposure for each field. The orientation of the SAURON field
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progenitors (Di Matteo et al. 2009), the outer structure being generally more significantly affected (Coccato et al. 2009). Numerical
studies show anyway that, among binary mergers, only major 1:1 or
2:1 mergers can form Slow Rotators, as it requires enough baryonic
angular momentum to be transfered outwards (see Paper VI for de-
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Kinematically decoupled components
✤

Indication of some “dramatic event”:
✤

accretion of gas with different angular momentum

✤

mergers
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Orbital decompositions for a general galaxy sample
Zhu et al. (Nature Astronomy, 2017 in press,
from CALIFA)
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Cold=circular,
disk
Warm=shortaxis tube
Hot=box and
long-axis tube

